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Randomized tree ensembles for object detection in
computational pathology
Abstract
Modern pathology broadly searches for biomarkers which are predictive for the survival of patients or
the progression of cancer. Due to the lack of robust analysis algorithms this work is still performed
manually by estimating staining on whole slides or tissue microarrays (TMA). Therefore, the design of
decision support systems which can automate cancer diagnosis as well as objectify it pose a highly
challenging problem for the medical imaging community. In this paper we propose Relational Detection
Forests (RDF) as a novel object detection algorithm, which can be applied in an off-the-shelf manner to
a large variety of tasks. The contributions of this work are twofold: (i) we describe a feature set which is
able to capture shape information as well as local context. Furthermore, the feature set is guaranteed to
be generally applicable due to its high flexibility. (ii) we present an ensemble learning algorithm based
on randomized trees, which can cope with exceptionally high dimensional feature spaces in an efficient
manner. Contrary to classical approaches, subspaces are not split based on thresholds but by learning
relations between features. The algorithm is validated on tissue from 133 human clear cell renal cell
carcinoma patients (ccRCC) and on murine liver samples of eight mice. On both species RDFs
compared favorably to state of the art methods and approaches the detection accuracy of trained
pathologists.
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Abstract. Modern pathology broadly searches for biomarkers which are predic-
tive for the survival of patients or the progression of cancer. Due to the lack of
robust analysis algorithms this work is still performed manually by estimating
staining on whole slides or tissue microarrays (TMA). Therefore, the design of
decision support systems which can automate cancer diagnosis as well as objec-
tify it pose a highly challenging problem for the medical imaging community.
In this paper we propose Relational Detection Forests (RDF) as a novel object
detection algorithm, which can be applied in an off-the-shelf manner to a large
variety of tasks. The contributions of this work are twofold: (i) we describe a
feature set which is able to capture shape information as well as local context.
Furthermore, the feature set is guaranteed to be generally applicable due to its
high flexibility. (ii) we present an ensemble learning algorithm based on random-
ized trees, which can cope with exceptionally high dimensional feature spaces
in an efficient manner. Contrary to classical approaches, subspaces are not split
based on thresholds but by learning relations between features.
The algorithm is validated on tissue from 133 human clear cell renal cell car-
cinoma patients (ccRCC) and on murine liver samples of eight mice. On both
species RDFs compared favorably to state of the art methods and approaches the
detection accuracy of trained pathologists.
1 Introduction
Clear Cell Renal Cell Carcinoma: Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is one of the ten
most frequent malignancies in Western societies and can be diagnosed by histological
tissue analysis. Current diagnostic rules rely on exact counts of cancerous cell nuclei
which are manually counted by pathologists. The prognosis of renal cancer is poor
since many patients suffer already from metastases at first diagnosis. The identification
of biomarkers for prediction of prognosis (prognostic marker) or response to therapy
(predictive marker) is therefore of utmost importance to improve patient prognosis.
Various prognostic markers have been suggested in the past, but conventional estimation
of morphological parameters is still most useful for therapeutical decisions. Clear cell
RCC (ccRCC) is the most common subtype of renal cancer and it is composed of cells
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with clear cytoplasm and typical vessel architecture. ccRCC shows an architecturally
diverse histological structure, with solid, alveolar and acinar patterns. The carcinomas
typically contain a regular network of small thin-walled blood vessels, a diagnostically
helpful characteristic of this tumor.
Murine Tissue Specimen Analysis: Inflammatory disorders of the liver can be clas-
sified by histological analysis where exact counts of proliferating organ specific cells
is important for various studies. We propose a completely automated image analysis
pipeline to count cell nuclei that are indicated by a proliferation marker (MIB-1) based
on the analysis of immunohistochemical staining of mouse tissues. Most laboratories
that are dealing with evaluation of immunohistochemically stained tissue specimens are
confronted with very tedious, time consuming and thereby prone to error analysis. Cur-
rent image analysis software requires extensive user interaction to properly identify cell
populations, to select regions of interest for scoring, to optimize analysis parameters,
and to organize the resulting raw data. Due to these facts in current software, typically
pathologists manually assign a composite staining score for each spot during many
microscopy sessions over a period of several days. Manual scoring also introduces a
possible bias when investigations are not performed on the same day or for too many
hours in one session for example, as precision is likely to drop away.
Motivation: The absence of an objective ground truth requires to generate a gold stan-
dard by combining the knowledge of expert pathologists and computerized systems
enabling scientists to count cells in a high throughput fashion. These counts are indis-
pensable for the training of classifiers, for their validation and it is highly non-trivial to
acquire them from a technical as well as statistical viewpoint. To facilitate the labelling
procedure for trained pathologists, we developed dedicated labelling tools for tissue
specimens. The software enables the user to view single tissue areas and it provides
zooming and scrolling capabilities. It is possible to annotate the image with vectorial
data in SVG (support vector graphics) format and to mark cell nuclei of different cell
types which are recognized by their shape, vessels and other biological structures. An
additional requirement to the software is the usability on a tablet PC so that a scien-
tist/pathologist can perform all operations with a pen alone in a simple an efficient
manner. In the domain of cytology, especially blood analysis and smears, automated
analysis is already established [1]. The big difference to histological tissues is the ho-
mogeneous background on which the cells are clearly distinguishable and the absence
of vessels and connection tissue. The isolation of cells simplifies the detection and seg-
mentation process of the cells significantly. A similar simplification can be seen in the
field of immunofluorescence imaging [2]. Only the advent of high resolution scanning
technologies in recent years made it possible to consider an automated analysis of histo-
logical slices. Cutting-edge scanners are now able to scan slices with resolution, compa-
rable to a 40× lens on a light microscope. In addition the automated scanning of staples
of slices enables an analysis in a high throughput manner.
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2 Methods
2.1 Tissue Preparation and Scanning
Murine Tissue: The tissue blocks were generated in a trial at the Department of Pathol-
ogy from the University Hospital Anonymous. Murine hepatic tissue from independent
experiments were formalin fixed and paraffin embedded. Sections were cut at a thick-
ness of 2µm, stained with the MIB-1 (Ki-67) antigen and stored at 4o Celsius till use.
Slices from the murine tissue block and the RCC TMA were scanned on a Nanozoomer
C9600 virtual slide light microscope scanner from HAMAMATSU. The magnification
of 40× resulted in a per pixel resolution of 0.23µm. Finally patches of size 2000×2000
pixel were randomly sampled from whole tissue slides of single mice.
Human Renal Cell Carcinoma: The tissue microarray block was generated in a trial
from the University Hospital Anonymous. The TMA slides were immunohistochemi-
cally stained with the MIB-1 (Ki-67) antigen. Scanning was performed as above and the
tissue microarry was tiled into 133 single spots of size 3000× 3000 pixel, representing
one patient each.
2.2 Voronoi Sampling
It is common in object detection frameworks [3–5] to randomly choose negative back-
ground samples. Therefore first, points are uniformly sampled from an interval for each
coordinate and second, points which are closer to a positive sample than a predefined
threshold are discarded. This procedure leads to two main problems on images with
dense packing of multiple object, as it is the case in most cell detection tasks: (i) Uni-
form sampling with rejection results on one hand in a higher percentage of negative
samples in areas with sparse object distribution and on the other hand in very few sam-
ples in dense packed areas. Hence negative samples are lacking especially there, where
differentiation between object and background is difficult. (ii) Without specific presort-
ing or local sampling algorithms, uniform sampling can be cumbersome and slow in
domains with dens packed objects
To overcome these drawbacks we propose a simple sampling algorithm which we
term Voronoi Sampling. A Voronoi diagram or Dirichlet tessellation is a decomposition
of a metric space determined by distances to a specified discrete set of objects in this
space. In a multiple object detection scenario these mathematical objects are the centers
of the queried objects.
To create a Voronoi diagram first a Delaunay triangulation is constructed, second the
circumcircle centers of the triangles is determined, and third these points are connected
according to the neighborhood relations between the triangles. In the experiments in
Section 3 the Voronoi tessellation is created based on the joint set of nuclei from both
pathologists to prevent the use of good and ambiguous nuclei as negative instances
for learning. In contrast to uniform sampling, using a tessellation has the additional
advantage that the negative samples are concentrated on the area of tissue and few
samples are spent on the homogeneous background. Figure 1 shows a comparison of
Voronoi and uniform rejection sampling.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. Voronoi Sampling. (a) Voronoi tessellation of the input space based on labeled nuclei.
(b) Sampling negative instances from nodes of the Voronoi tessellation (red). cell nuclei (blue).
(c) Uniform rejection sampling in the whole input space (red). cell nuclei (blue). The marginal
histograms show the frequency of negative samples. In contrast to uniform sampling, using a
tessellation has the additional advantage that negative samples are concentrated on the area of
tissue and few samples are spent on the homogeneous background.
2.3 Feature Space
In this framework we consider the following simple feature base. The coordinates of
two rectangles R1 and R2 are sampled uniformly within a predefined window size w:
Ri = {cx1, cy1, cx2, cy2}, ci ∼ U(x|0, w)
For each rectangle the intensities of the underlying gray scale image are summed up
and normalized by the area of the rectangle. The feature evaluates to boolean value by
comparing these quantities:
f(s,R1, R2) = I
(∑
i|xi∈R1 xi∑
i|xi∈R1 1
<
∑
i|xi∈R2 xi∑
i|xi∈R2 1
)
,
where xi is the gray value intensity of pixel i of sample s = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. From a
general point of view this definition is similar to generalized Haar features except the
fact that not the difference between rectangles is calculated but the relation between
them.
For example, in the validation experiments a window size of 65×65 pixels was cho-
sen. Taking into account that rectangles are flipping invariant this results in
(
(644)/4
)2 ≈
2 · 1013 possible features.
Putting this into perspective, the restriction of the detector to windows of size 24 × 24
leads to∼ 6.9 ·109 features which are significantly more than the 45, 396 Haar features
from classical object detection approaches [3].
For such huge feature spaces it is currently not possible to exhaustively evaluate
all features while training a classifier. Approaches like AdaBoost [6] which yield very
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good results for up to hundreds of thousands of features are not applicable any more. In
Section 2.4 we propose a randomized approach to overcome these problems.
Considering relations between rectangles instead of cut-offs on differences leads to
a number of benefits:
Illumination Invariance: A major problem in multiple object detection in general and
on microscopic images of human tissue in special are vast differences of illumina-
tion within a single image. In natural images this can be due to shadows or fog
and in histopathology it is mainly due to varying thickness of the slide or imperfect
staining. Taking into account only the relation between rectangles lead to illumi-
nation invariant features which give the same response for high and low contrast
patches as long as the shape of the object is preserved. It has to be noted, that due
to the directionality of the relation they fail if the image is inverted. In general, il-
lumination invariance speeds up the whole analysis process because neither image
normalization nor histogram equalization are required.
Fast Evaluation: The most time intensive step in the induction of tree classifiers is the
repeated evaluation of features. In the classical textbook approach as followed by
[7, 6, 3] at each node all possible cut-offs on feature values are evaluated for ev-
ery feature exhaustively. In the worst case the number of feature evaluations is as
high as the number of samples at a given node. Recently [8] proposed extremely
randomized trees to overcome this problem. In their approach only a small number
of cut-offs is randomly sampled to reduce the number of tests. Instead of ordering
all feature values only the maximum and minimum have to be calculated and the
cut-offs are drawn uniformly. The only assumption necessary for this approach is,
that the feature values for all samples increase linearly. Given an exponential or
logarithmic behavior a low number of sampled cut-offs are not able to capture the
power of the feature.
In contrast to that the proposed features require only one single evaluation. In prac-
tice this allows for testing hundreds or thousands of features per split with the same
number of CPU cycles classical approaches needed to test all thresholds of a sin-
gle feature. Analyzing single features, the use of relations instead of cut-offs on
differences seems to lead to lower variance and higher bias.
Ensemble Diversity: One of the main concerns in ensemble learning is to induce suffi-
ciently diverse base classifiers. Increased diversity leads to increased performance.
Randomized algorithms as described in Section 2.4 can benefit from the enormous
size of the described feature space. Leaning trees by randomly selecting features
from this large set guarantees small similarity between base classifiers. Even if
thousands of features are evaluated at each split, the chances that two trees are built
of the same features are negligible.
2.4 Tree Induction
The base learners for the ensemble are binary decision trees, designed to take advan-
tage of large feature spaces as described in Section 2.3. Tree learning follows loosely
the original approach for random forests described in [7]. A recursive formulation of the
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learning algorithm is given in procedure LearnTree. The sub procedure SampleFeature
returns a feature consisting of two rectangles uniformly sampled within a predefined
window as described in Section 2.3. In accordance with [7] the Gini Index is used
Procedure LearnTree
Input: set of samples S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}
Input: depth d
Input: max depth dmax
Input: features to sample mTry
Init: l̂abel = null; g = − inf1
Init: Nleft = null; Nright = null2
if (d = dmax) OR (isPure(S)) then3
l̂abel =
{
T if|{sj = T}| > |{sj |fi = F}|
F else4
else5
for i = 0, i < mTry, i + +) do6
fi = SampleFeature()7
SL = {sj |fi(sj) = T}8
SR = {sj |fi(sj) = F}9
gi = ∆̂G(SL, SR)10
if gi > g then11
f∗ = fi; g = gi12
end13
end14
NL = LearnTree({si|f∗(si) = T})15
NR = LearnTree({si|f∗(si) = F})16
end17
as splitting criterion, i.e. the Gini gain is maximized. At a given node, the set S =
s1, . . . , sn holds the samples for feature fj . For a binary response Y and a feature fj
the Gini Index of S is defined as:
Ĝ(S) = 2
Nfalse
|S|
(
1− Nfalse|S|
)
,
Nfalse =
∑
si
I (fj(si) = false) ,
where |S| is the number of all samples at the current node and Nfalse denotes the
number of samples for which fj evaluates to false. The Gini indices Ĝ(SL) and Ĝ(SR)
for the left and right subset are defined similarly. The Gini gain resulting from splitting
S into SL and SR with feature fj is then defined as:
∆̂G(SL, SR) = Ĝ(S)−
( |SL|
|S| Ĝ(SL) +
|SR|
|S| Ĝ(SR)
)
,
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where S = SL ∪ SR. From that follows, that the larger the Gini gain, the larger the
impurity reduction. Recently [9] showed that the use of Gini gain can lead to selection
bias because categorical predictor variables with many categories are preferred over
those with few categories. In the proposed framework this is not an obstacle due to the
fact that the features are relations between sampled rectangles and therefore evaluate
always to binary predictor variables.
2.5 Multiple Object Detection
For multiple object detection in a gray scale image every location on a grid with step
with δ is considered as an independent sample s which is classified by the ensemble.
Therefore each tree casts a binary vote for s being and object or background. The whole
ensemble predicts probability of being class 1: RDF (s) =
∑
i|ti(s)=1 1∑
i 1
, where ti is the
ith tree. This procedure results in an accumulator or probability map for the whole
image.
The final centroids of detected objects are retrieved by applying weighted mean
shift clustering with a circular box kernel of radius r. While shifting, the coordinates are
weighted by the probabilities of the accumulator map. While this leads to good results
in most cases, homogeneous ridges in the accumulator can yield multiple centers with a
pairwise distance smaller than r. To this end we run binary mean shift on the detection
from the first run until convergence. The radius is predefined by the average object size.
If the objects vary largely in size the whole procedure is employed for different scales.
To this end, similarly to [3], not the image but the features respectively the rectangles
are scaled.
2.6 Staining Classification
To differentiate a stained cell nucleus from a non-stained nucleus a simple color model
was learned. Based on the labeled nuclei color histograms were generated for both
classes based on the pixels within the average cell nuclei radius. To classify a nucleus
on a test image the distance to the mean histograms of the both classes is calculated.
2.7 Survival Analysis
The main goal of tissue microarray analysis for the proliferation marker MIB-1 is the
search for subgroups of patients which show different survival outcomes. Therefore,
the patients are split in two (1/2 : 1/2) groups based on the estimated percentage of
cancerous nuclei which express MIB-1. Then the Kaplan-Meier estimator is calculated
for each subgroup. This involves first ordering the survival times from the smallest to
the largest such that t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 ≤ . . . ≤ tn, where tj is the jth largest unique survival
time. The Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survival function is then obtained as
Sˆ(t) =
∏
j:t(j)≤t
(
1− dj
rj
)
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where rj is the number of individuals at risk just before tj , and dj is the number of
individuals who die at time tj .
To measure the goodness of separation between two or more groups, the log-rank
test (Mantel-Haenszel test) is employed which assesses the null hypothesis that there is
no difference in the survival experience of the individuals in the different groups. The
test statistic of the log-rank test (LRT) is χ2 distributed: χˆ2 = [
∑m
i=1 (d1i − eˆ1i)]2/
∑m
i=1 vˆ1i
where d1i is the number of deaths in the first group at ti and e1i = n1j dini where di is
the total number of deaths at time t(i), nj is the total number of individuals at risk at
this time, and n1i the number of individuals at risk in the first group.
2.8 Performance Measure:
One way to evaluate the quality of the nuclei detection is to consider true positive (TP ),
false positive (FP ) and false negative (FN ) rates. The calculation of these quantities
is based on a matching matrix where each boolean entry indicates if a machine ex-
tracted nucleus matches a hand labeled one or not within the average nucleus radius. To
quantify the number of correctly segmented nuclei, a strategy is required to uniquely
match a machine detected nucleus to one identified by a pathologist. To this end we
model this problem as bipartite matching problem, where the bijection between ex-
tracted and gold-standard nuclei is sought inducing the smallest detection error [10].
This prevents overestimating the detection accuracy of the algorithms. To compare the
performance of the algorithms we calculated precision (P = TP/(TP + FP )) and
recall (R = TP/(TP + FN)).
2.9 Implementation Details
The ensemble learning framework was implemented in C# and the statistical analysis
was conducted in R [11]. Employing a multi threaded architecture tree ensembles are
learned in real time on a standard dual core processor with 2.13 GHz. Inducing a tree
for 1000 samples with a maximum depth of 10 and sampling 500 features at each split
takes on average less than 500ms. Classifying an image of 3000×3000 pixels on a grid
with δ = 4 takes approximately ten seconds using the non optimized C# code.
3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Generating A Gold Standard:
The absence of an objective ground truth requires generating a gold standard by com-
bining the knowledge of expert pathologists. These labels are indispensable for the
training of classifiers, for their validation and it is highly non-trivial to acquire these
labels from a technical as well as statistical point. Although studies were conducted on
a global estimation of staining on TMA spots [12, 13], to our knowledge this is the first
in depth study for tissue microarrays which incorporates expert labeling information
down to the detail and precision of single cell nuclei.
To facilitate the labeling process for trained pathologists, we developed a special
labeling tool, dedicated for TMA spots. The software allows the user to view single
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TMA spots and it provides zooming and scrolling capabilities. It is possible to annotate
the image with vectorial data in SVG (support vector graphics) format and to mark cell
nuclei, vessels and other biological structures. An additional demand to the software
was the usability on a tablet PC so that a pathologist can perform all operations with a
pen alone in a simple an efficient manner.
Two trained pathologists and experts in renal cell carcinoma from the University
Hospital Zu¨rich used the software to annotate TMA spots of 9 different patients. They
marked the location of each cell nucleus and its approximates size. In total each pathol-
ogist has detected more than 2000 cell nuclei on these images. This tedious process
demanded several days of work and was performed independently of each other. There-
fore the resulting gold standard of the two pathologists differ, which can be seen in the
validation of section 3.
3.2 Clear Cell Renal Cell Carcinoma (ccRCC)
Detection Accuracy: Three fold cross validation was employed to analyze the detec-
tion accuracy of RDFs. The nine completely labeled patients were randomly split up
into three sets. For each fold the ensemble classifier was learned on six patients and
tested on the the other three. During tree induction, at each split 500 features were sam-
pled from the feature generator. Trees were learned to a maximum depth of 10 and the
minimum leave size was set to 1. The forest converges after 150 to an out of bag (OOB)
error of approximately 2%. Finally, on the test images each pixel was classified and
mean shift was run on a grid with δ = 5.
Figure 2 shows precision/recall plot for single patients and the average result of the
RDF object detector. The algorithm is compared to point estimates of several state of
the art methods: SVM clustering was successfully employed to detect nuclei in H&E
stained images of brain tissue by [14]. SVMmorph [15] is an unsupervised morpholog-
ical [16] approach for detection combined with an supervised support vector machine
for filtering. The marker for the pathologists shows the mean detection accuracy if al-
ternately one expert is used as gold standard. On average the pathologists disagree on
15% of the nuclei.
Although only grayscale features were used for RDF it outperforms all previous
approaches which also utilize texture and color. This observation can be a cue for fur-
ther research that the shape information captured in this framework is crucial for good
detection results.
Survival Estimation: The only objective and undisputed target in the medical domain
relates to the survival of the patient. The experiments described in Section 1 show the
large disagreement between pathologists for the estimation of staining. Therefore, the
adaption of an algorithm to the estimates of one pathologist or to a consensus voting
of a cohort of pathologist is not desirable. Hence we validate the proposed algorithm
against the right censored clinical survival data of 133 patients. In addition these results
were compared to the estimations of an expert pathologist specialized on renal cell
carcinoma. He analyzed all spots in an exceptional thorough manner which required
him more than two hours. This time consuming annotation exceeds the standard clinical
10 T.J. Fuchs et al.
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Fig. 2. Precision/Recall plot of cross validation results on the renal clear cell cancer (RCC)
dataset. For Relational Detection Forests (RDF) curves for the nine single patients and their av-
erage is depicted. RDF with proposed feature base outperforms previous approaches based on
SVM clustering [14], mathematical morphology and combined methods [15]. The inter patholo-
gist performance is depicted in the top right corner.
practice significantly by a factor of 10-20 and, therefore the results can be viewed as an
excellent human estimate for this dataset.
Figure 3 shows Kaplan-Meier plots of the estimated cumulative survival for the
pathologist and RDF. The father the survival estimated of the two groups are separated
the better the estimation. Quantifying this difference with log-rank test shows that the
proposed algorithm is significantly (p = 0.0113) better than the trained pathologist
(p = 0.0423).
3.3 Proliferation in Murine Liver Tissue
To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm on diverse tissue samples and
different species we conducted an experiment with liver tissue from eight mice. In ad-
dition this experiment was designed to learn the difference between non parenchymal
cells and parenchymal, organ specific cell types in order to distinguish between organ
prone proliferation and inflammatory cell derived positivity for Mib-1. Figure 4 shows
a comparison of MIB-1 staining in 88 images of murine liver tissue between case and
control groups. Although the algorithm is as well capable as the pathologist in differ-
entiating between case and control (p < 0.001) the absolute estimates of stained nuclei
are much higher. This is mostly due to wrong hits in area of high lymphocyte density
as shown in the tissue image in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Kaplan-Meier estimators showing significantly different survival times for renal cell car-
cinoma patients with high and low proliferating tumors. Compared to the manual estimation from
the pathologist (a) (p = 0.04), the fully automatic estimation from the algorithm (b) performs
better (p = 0.01) in terms of survival prediction on the partitioning of patients into two groups
of equal size.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of MIB-1 staining in 88 images of mouse liver tissue between case and control
groups. Although the algorithm is as well capable as the pathologist in differentiating between
case and control (p < 0.001) the absolute estimates of stained nuclei are much higher.
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4 Conclusion
We presented a framework for learning Relational Detection Forests (RDF) for object
detection. A comprehensive study was conducted on two different species to investigate
the performance of the algorithm in terms of detection accuracy and survival estimation.
The proposed framework is characterized by the following properties: (i) Simplic-
ity: It can be used off-the-shelf to train object detectors in near real time for large variety
of tasks. (ii) Novel Feature Basis: The introduced relational features are able to cap-
ture shape information, they are illumination invariant and extremely fast to evaluate.
(iii) Randomization: The randomized tree induction algorithm is able to handle the
intractable large feature space and to take advantage of it by increasing diversity of the
ensemble. (iv) Real World Applicability: We successfully applied the proposed RDF
algorithm to real world problems in computational pathology. We are convinced that
the availability of an off-the-shelf object detection framework is of immense benefit for
medical research where fast and accurate adaption to a large number of cancer types is
indispensable.
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